Introduction
Departures from normality can be measured in a variety of ways however, the most common 
46
[12]. The stringency concept allows you to rank the normality tests in a uniquely fashion. Neyman-
47
Pearson (NP) tests are computed against each alternative distribution to construct the power curve. 
57
For any test of size , maximum achievable power is defined as:
where, (ℎ, ) is the power of ℎ( ) and ∅ represents the alternative parameter space. For 
64
A test is said to be most stringent if it minimizes the maximum deviation from the power envelope.
65
Stringency of a test is defined as the maximum deviation from the power envelope when evaluated 66 over the entire alternative space. This study uses the mixture of t-distributions as alternative distributional space (Appendix: Table 1 ). The alternative distributional space is generated by the following rule.
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shares the seventh rank (maximum power loss is 78.4%) with the COIN test. 
198
As the sample size increases, it becomes harder to differentiate among the selected tests of normality 
207
Tw tests are not recommended for highly skewed alternative distributions. 
208

221
On balance, all normality tests except Tw and COIN performed exceptionally well against the higly 222 skewed alternatives especially from medium up to larege sample sizes.
223
The above findings confirm our argument that comparison of tests against different alternatives 
